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Welcome a New Student. Scope
out any newcomer’s favorite
literature selections beforehand.
Then watch anxieties dissolve as
you greet the student with
recitations and readalouds that
make it seem like you two are old
friends. Add Focusing Talk™
strategies to maintain that comfort
zone for your newbie.

First published in Educational News Quarterly, 2005.

Recycle Time

Recycle Time
Manage
Behaviors
Around
Vacation Time. On the day before
or after vacation, pull out your
READ ALOUD plan. You’ll avoid
chaos . . . and everyone benefits
from another productive learning
day.

Recycle Time
Lead with Positivity. Reading aloud
focuses everyone’s attention in a
positive direction. Old favorites
soothe frayed feelings caused by
the distractions of worries or
conflicts around situations at
school or at home.

Recycle Time
Transition to a New Activity. Pull
out strategies from your READ
ALOUD plan during transition
times. Help children recite familiar
lines or ask and answer trivia
questions around favorite books,
stories, poems, and songs.
Focusing Talk™ is a trademark of Babs Bell Hajdusiewicz.

Kids get ‘em big time. Parents
get ‘em cause kids get ‘em. Teachers
get ‘em cause, well . . . everyone
gets first-day jitters. And with good
reason. That first day back to school
can set the tone for an entire year.
Jitters Are Real. There’s nothing
quite like the first day of school.
It’s uncharted territory–a day when everyone must
face the unfamiliar. A new course of study
promises new learning and new challenges.
A new social order brings new, unique
dynamics. Throw in the fact that a new
school year signifies everyone’s older . . . and perhaps
wiser? Mix in the realization–yes, proof positive–that
what was has ended, while what is is
about to begin. No wonder these jitters
run wild. Consider Mason who’s been
in a frenzy ever since his best friend
moved away. Or new teacher Lorenza
who feels panicky despite being wellprepared and eager. There’s young
Penelope whose new-school jitters have her entire
family in a tizzy. And what about that one little group
whose end-of-the-year tears had the entire faculty
wondering if those students would flounder in the fall.
Or teacher Tianna who’s somewhere
right now sculpting her umpteenth
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lesson-plan revision–will she dodge her usual first-day chaos? Even
veteran DeWayne acknowledges a few heebie-jeebies about teaching
in new ways in these new days.
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Tame ‘Em . . . & Reap Much More. First-day jitters creep into minds
and bodies. But they can be tamed–with a bit of research and
commitment to an all-important goal. Here’s a win-win way to tame
first-day jitters and help everyone–including you–enjoy the uniqueness
of this day. You can plan a fun day that’s tailored to your students. A stress-free day. A day
that’s chock-full of learning. What’s more, you’ll recycle this plan’s strategies again and again
throughout the year (see page one sidebar) and into future years.
Go With What You Know. First off, you
know your goal for every day
this new year. Each child wants and needs
to feel success and joy in
three arenas–reading, learning, and living.
Next, you have your class list,
so you know kids’
names and contact info.
There you have it– the tools you’ll need for your win-win first day.
Call it your “Read Aloud Plan.” Giving it a name helps you find and
reference it on a moment’s notice throughout the year.
Read aloud? You’re likely thinking, hmmm, that’s good for thirty
minutes or so. What then? What about the rest of the day?
Reach Out & Learn About. Remember that class list? It holds answers
to your questions. You’re about to learn what you’ll read aloud . . . and
a whole lot more. You’ll even learn answers for how to prepare your
room for that first day.
Turning your class list into answers requires that you make
some phone calls or send some emails and texts. Begin each of
those conversations with a few greeting words. Then pose this
question to each student’s family members and former teachers:
What books, stories, poems, and songs does (student’s name)
like?
List those results. Take note of students’ common reading
experiences and shared favorites. Such analyses make your
planning a whole lot easier . . . and can offer insights into ways
you might form groups or help out social interactions early on.
Plan Around What You’ve Learned. Armed with knowledge about your students’ literary
interests, you’re ready to set up your classroom. You’ll gather and display kids’ favorite books
and stories alongside posters of poems and songs kids know and like. You’ll depict favorite
literature selections on bulletin and chalkboards.
More literature reminders–puppets, stuffed animals, figurines, storyboards,
character cutouts, replicas of objects from stories, and the like–will dress up your
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room. Your word walls will house words and sentences from familiar and
treasured literature selections.
Remembering your short- and long-term goals, you’ll plan activities
and learning centers around favorite literature. Throughout that first day–and all year long–
you’ll refresh memories of words and ideas by Focusing Talk around familiar literature
selections, modeling for students how to use printed vocabulary and ideas as they talk.
Ready, Set, Go! The stage is set for your first day. Now, it’s time to enlist your
students’ help in making this first day their best ever!
You’ll use the words of literature to pose welcoming questions and comments: “Mirror,
mirror, on the wall. Who’s that coming in from the hall?” (Focusing Talk around Snow
White); “TRIP! TRAP! TRIP! TRAP! Who’s that wearing a baseball cap?” (Focusing Talk
around Billy Goats Gruff); or “Patience . . . the bridge is up!” (Focusing Talk reference to my
book, The Bridge Is Up!). Another favorite of mine is to ask students, “Does
anyone know where the wild things are?” (Focusing Talk
reference to Maurice Sendak’s book).
Faces will light up as jitters dissipate and voices
proclaim: “Oh, that’s my favorite!” or “I know that!
Ummm, how did you know I like that?” or “We did that
last year!” And you’ll hear more than a few joyful
I-like-what-I’m-seeing-and-hearing comments, such as “Hey! This is fun!” or
“Whoa! I like being in here!”
Read and Talk All Day Long! You’ll find ways to cross your curriculum during this special day
as you read aloud chapters from popular books or invite story fans to retell a story or
present it as a skit. You’ll address comprehension skills when you encourage imitations of
favorite characters and story summarizations, or use story details in a Jeopardy-type game.
You’ll help kids compare and contrast characters, settings, plots, and even the styles of
favorite authors or illustrators. You’ll trigger a group-hum of a favorite
song during transition to a new activity. You’ll read or talk about a
particular favorite when you see someone’s jitters persist. And you’ll
have fun awakening your own creativity as you explore all that you
know about students’ literary interests.
The wheels on the bus go . . .

Succeed and Enjoy! Look how well you’ve planned: Every student is
feeling successful and joyful about reading, learning, and living in your
classroom. “First-day jitters, be gone! Chaos, go away!” What’s more,
kids want to come back tomorrow! And why not? You do, too! This new
school year is already as comfortable as an old pair of jeans!
Yes, it’s “Good-bye!” to first-day jitters. And “Hello!” to the best first day ever . . . and so
much more!
For more from Babsy B, see:
Website: babsyb.com
Facebook: facebook.com/Babsybreads
Pinterest: pinterest.com/babsybproducts
YouTube: youtube.com/user/babsybproducts
Google+: youtube.com/user/babsybproducts
Instagram: instagram.com/babsybell
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